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Everybody is a genius.
But if you judge a fish
by its ability to climb a tree,
it will live its whole life
believing that it is stupid

,,

Albert Einstein

let us know and

UNDERSTAND
OUR CHILD
They are born learners.
They love to learn.
They love to experiment.
They have inborn motivation to learn and progress.
They are born with the ability to construct knowledge
out of curiosity and sense of wonder with the assistance
of adult.
They have natural need to learn and grow.

the whole new approach is based
on two critical words

TRUST CHILDREN
Trust each child is a Star.
Each child is unique.
Each child is born with a unique spark.
This unique spark makes him a born star with light of its own.
This unique spark needs to be ignited, nourished and
nurtured to make Future Star.

Scientists say that 40 to 50 % of this latent/natural spark dies as a child grows from
childhood to maturity. The child being educated in schools for fifteen years exactly
the period of growth from childhood to maturity.
That means the school learning system is responsible for nourishing and nurturing
and keeping ignited 100% of that natural spark the child is born with.
This leads to the fact that we need to search urgently for variety of new ways and
approaches to address the uniqueness of each child.
Thus ensures that his/her unique potential is realized to the full to grow to be
confident, competent and successful individual-A Future Star.

MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCE THEORY of 'Howard Gardener' helped educationists
of new age thinking to understand overall personality, preferences and strengths of
each child.
Multiple Intelligence theory help us to identify each child's learning styles.
Ÿ

His/Her behavioral and working style.

Ÿ

His/Her unique natural strengths.

Ÿ

Whether a child has high intelligence, average or low is a wrong notion.

Ÿ

Each child is intelligent in his/her own way.
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8 TYPES OF
INTELLIGENCES
Capability and Perception

Linguistic

Words and language

Logical-Mathematical

Logic and numbers

Musical

Music, sound and rhythm

Bodily-kinesthetic

Body movement control

Spatial-Visual

Images and space

Interpersonal

Other people's feelings

Intrapersonal

Self-awareness

Naturalistic

Natural Environment
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theory there are
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All human beings possess a set of intelligences most of us are strong in three
types. The strong set of intelligences tells us of person's capabilities and
determines his/her uniqueness. And also we can use these strong intelligences to
develop their strengths and empower them to become what they are potentially
and naturally born to be. When we help them learn and develop using their
natural strengths, we stimulate and inspire them. We make them happy
learners.
Multiple Intelligence theory helps us to identify spark of each star child and help
him/her become future stars.
We have developed Sky Learning System where in we devise eight different ways,
approaches and activities for each topic corresponding to eight kinds of
intelligences.
If they are forced to learn the way we want ignoring their unique set of
intelligences will have negative influence on their learning. Children enjoy
learning using their strength area using their own way of learning. They grow their
confidence and lift their belief because they see they are doing well and they get
told that they are doing well too. When they are happy and inspired learners they
will be using their strengths to develop their weak areas of intelligences also.
Having established that children possess a set of intelligences not just one type
therefore it cannot be measured on a single scale.
A child cannot be judged to have a high or low average intelligence.
A child cannot be considered intelligent or unintelligent.
Gardener's Theory accepted worldwide has demonstrated that this notion is
ridiculous.
IQ-Intelligence Quotient test to judge intelligence of a child is wrong.
The fact is that all children are intelligent in different ways, Each child is intelligent
in his/her own unique way.-Each child is a Star.
We value and empower each child for who he/she is, what he/she can be and fulfill
his/her potential and be a FUTURE STAR.

The SKY World School, helps to
•

Discover your child’s talent

•

Nurture your child to his/her fullest potential

•

Build in your child a passion for life long learning

The SKY Learning System
•

Conceptualised and monitored by our National Awardee Principal, an
acknowledged and revered educationist

•

Based on the latest educational theories (MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES) founded
by Harvard Scholar and implemented through contemporary methodologies
(EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING)

•

Executed in air conditioned SMART CLASSES with 1:10 teacher-student ratio

•

For Kindergarten : Theme & Activity based curriculum with a special emphasis
on English Language development

•

For Primary and Middle Classes: Concepts taught through 8 different activities
to support 8 different intelligences in a child; in addition to core CBSE
curriculum following CCE pattern
Co Curricular Activities
Storytelling

Bollywood Dance

Sports Activities
Open Playgrounds
Yoga Chess

Taekwondo

Football Cricket

Volleyball

Aerobics

Sector 21, Panchkula
Haryana, INDIA
Mob.: 931 600 4000
e-mail: mystar@theskyschool.com
www.theskyschool.com

tinydots 86998 21071

Personality Development Western Dance
English Choir Hindi Theatre

